Find the following words in the puzzle.
Words are hidden ↘ ↘ and ↗ ↗.

COMMANDMENTS  KEEP  ORPHANS
DWELLS        KNOW      RECEIVE
FATHER        LIVE       SPIRIT
FOREVER       LOVE       TRUTH
GIVE ANOTHER  MANIFEST  WORLD
HELPER        MYSELF   

John 14:15-21
Word directions and start points are formatted: (Direction, X, Y)

COMMANDMENTS (S,13,1)  KEEP (E,6,12)  ORPHANS (SE,9,1)
DWELLS (S,16,1)  KNOW (SE,8,8)  RECEIVE (S,17,5)
FATHER (S,11,4)  LIVE (E,2,12)  SPIRIT (SE,6,1)
FOREVER (S,4,4)  LOVE (E,14,12)  TRUTH (SE,3,5)
GIVE ANOTHER (SE,2,1)  MANIFEST (S,2,4)  WORLD (SE,6,7)
HELPER (S,12,4)  MYSELF (S,15,5)